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OVERVIEW

Property 2-bedroom house with designer renovation , 2
balconies and a large viewpoint, for sale in Cortes-
Huertas. Madrid Centre.

Lucas Fox offers this wonderful, completely renovated and brand new property , with
a luxury design and located in a representative building from 1880, on a second
exterior floor with unobstructed views.

Upon entering the property, we find a entrance hall with a coat closet and a guest
toilet. The entrance hall leads us to a large outdoor living room with two balconies
and a beautiful large gazebo, which gives this property charm and character, by
combining the traditional with the modern in its renovation . The glazed kitchen is
semi-independent from the living room and is fully equipped with high-end
appliances . In the night area, there are two noble-sized bedrooms, both with a
dressing area and private bathrooms, clad in Campaspero stone.

The feeling of spaciousness is constant in this property, further increased by its 3.5
meter high ceilings. It has underfloor heating and air conditioning. As an additional
complement, it has a spacious laundry room and trunk.

The property is located in one of the main squares of the neighbourhood, so it enjoys
unobstructed views towards the facade of the ME Reina Victoria hotel, in Plaza Santa
Ana. It is surrounded by all amenities, very well connected and enjoys the charm
from the neighbourhood of Las Letras; without a doubt an unbeatable location.

For more information and to organize visits, do not hesitate to contact us.

Note: the indicated price must be increased by 7% - 11% for taxes and additional
expenses attributable to the purchasing party.

lucasfox.com/go/mad38204

Lift, Wooden flooring, Natural light,
High ceilings, Underfloor heating,
Walk-in wardrobe, Views, Utility room,
Transport nearby, Renovated, Heating,
Exterior, Equipped Kitchen, Double glazing,
Balcony, Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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